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Abstract.
Quasi-Coherent (QC) modes have been reported for more than 10 years in
reflectometry fluctuations spectra in the core of tokamaks. They have characteristics
in-between coherent and broadband fluctuations as they oscillate at a marked frequency
but have a wide spectrum. This work presents further evidences of the link between
these core QC modes and the Trapped Electron Modes (TEM) instability which has
been recently established [H. Arnichand et al., Nucl. Fusion 54 123017 (2014)]. In
electron cyclotron resonance heated discharges of Tore Supra, an enhancement of QC
modes amplitude is observed where Nickel transport analysis and linear growth rate
computations indicate that the turbulence is dominated by TEM. The disappearance
of QC mode previously observed in Tore Supra and TEXTOR during density ramp-up
and current ramp-down, is recovered in JET Ohmic plasmas.
Keywords: turbulence, micro-instabilities, electron cyclotron resonance heating, ohmic
confinement, reflectometry
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Introduction
In magnetic fusion devices, turbulent transport is attributed to long wavelength drift
waves whose perpendicular wave-number k⊥ normalized to the ion Larmor radius ρi
is between 0.1 < k⊥ρi < 1. At this scale, two micro-instabilities are dominant in
core tokamak plasmas: Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) and Trapped Electron Modes
(TEM) [1]. Identifying regimes where one or the other instability is predominant is
essential to investigate their effects on plasma parameters and to validate turbulence
models.
Although they induce a transport of the same magnitude, contributions such
as the ratio qi/qe (ion to electron heat flux ratio) or the direction of the turbulent
pinch, can be noticeably different. Due to their similar scales and comparable induced
transport, discriminating these instabilities is challenging. In the plasma frame, they
rotate in opposite direction but the rotation velocity of the plasma itself is usually one
order of magnitude higher [2]. Discriminating ITG/TEM from particle or impurity
transport requires an accurate evaluation of the diffusion coefficient and the convection
velocity. Alternately, computation of the mode growth rates, based on measured plasma
parameters is widely used to determine which mode is dominant [3] but it relies on
theoretical predictions.
The identification of direct spectral signatures of fluctuations induced by each
instability would be a noticeable progress in core physics investigations. In a recent
publication [4] combining TEXTOR and Tore Supra spectra analysis, it has been
evidenced that Quasi-Coherent (QC) modes shown by core reflectometry [5,6] are linked
to TEM. Modifications of fluctuations spectra have been also reported during transitions
toward expected TEM-dominated regimes in the plasma core of DIII-D [7, 8], Alcator
C-mod [9] tokamaks, and in the MST reversed field pinch.
In several tokamak regimes (H-modes, EDA H-modes, I-mode, etc.) fluctuation
spectra have shown oscillations with similar QC signatures at the very edge of the
plasma. Their origins is still unclear but no link with TEM was so far established in
this highly collisional plasma region. To avoid confusion, we choose to name QC-TEM
the core oscillations linked with TEM that we investigate.
In this article we present a detailed analysis of Tore Supra Electron Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ECRH) plasmas and results from JET Ohmic plasmas, both
supporting the link between QC modes and TEM previously evidenced [4]. Section
1 presents the diagnostics set-up and Section 2 describes the main properties of QC-
TEM. In section 3, we show the ECRH effects on QC-TEM in a Tore Supra region where
Nickel transport analysis and linear growth rate computation gives indications on the
dominant instability. Section 4 presents reflectometry spectra in density ramp-up and
current ramp-down performed in JET Ohmic plasmas, where a qualitative agreement is
found with recent Tore Supra and TEXTOR observations.
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Tore Supra TEXTOR JET
Polarization X-mode O-mode X-mode
Location in the torus LFS LFS and Top LFS
Probing frequency [GHz] 100-155 26-40 75-110
Acquisition frequency [MHz] 1 2 2
Table 1. Main characteristics of the reflectometers used
1. Diagnostics set-up
This analysis uses conventional reflectometers to study density fluctuation in TEXTOR
[10], Tore Supra [11] and JET [12]. Their main properties are summarized in table
1. Conventional reflectometry consists in probing the plasma with an electromagnetic
wave, which is reflected at the so-called cut-off layer, and received by the reflectometer.
To study density fluctuations at a given position, the probing frequency is kept constant
during the time range of interest for spectral analysis. Nonetheless, to probe the plasma
at different radial positions, several frequency steps are usually done within a discharge.
I-Q heterodyne systems now commonly used by reflectometers provideA(t)cos(φ(t))
and A(t)sin(φ(t)), where A(t) and φ(t) are the amplitude and the phase, respectively.
Hence, the reflectometer signal can be seen as a complex signal A(t)eiφ(t). The Fourier
transform of this complex signal provides spectra with positive and negative frequencies,
corresponding to the phase increments and decrements respectively.
Contrary to spectra of Doppler backscattered signals [13], conventional
reflectometry spectra are expected to be rather symmetric. However, a small asymmetry
is always observed between positive and negative frequencies. It can arise from
the combination of different phenomena (Doppler shift induced by plasma rotation,
misalignment of the antenna, vertical shift of the plasma position, sawteeth, etc.) [14].
2. QC-TEM properties
2.1. Spectral signature and main characteristics
As previously introduced, in T-10 [6], TEXTOR [5] and Tore Supra [4], reflectometry
fluctuation spectra can show QC-TEM oscillations (30 < f < 150 kHz) in different
regimes. As shown in figure 1, QC modes (∆f ≈ f) are in-between narrow peaks
associated to coherent modes such as MHD or GAM (∆f ≤ f) and broad-band
fluctuations induced by turbulence (∆f >> f). They were termed Quasi-Coherent
because they oscillate around a given frequency but have an intermediate status,
reminiscent of broad-band fluctuations.
In TEXTOR, the several reflectometers installed at different poloidal and toroidal
locations [10] allow to perform short-range poloidal correlation and long-range toroidal
correlation.
Long-range toroidal correlation shows that QC-TEM modes are the only oscillations
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Figure 1. Example of reflectometry spectra from Tore Supra (# 40805) with its
different types of component as a function of their frequency width: coherent (in red),
quasi-coherent (in blue) and broad-band (in green).
which clearly appear in TEXTOR coherence spectra [15]. This has recently allowed to
evidence their burst like character and their 3-dimensional nature [16].
Short-range poloidal correlation allows to estimate the perpendicular rotation.
These measurements provide the total perpendicular velocity:
Ωmeasured⊥ = Ω
E×B
⊥ + Ω
phase
⊥ (1)
With ΩE×B⊥ the rotation due to the mean E × B drift, and Ωphase⊥ the rotation due to
the average phase velocity of the mode in the plasma frame. Such measurements were
performed from the LFS and the top of TEXTOR. They have shown from the top of
the torus only, that QC-TEM rotate faster in the electron diamagnetic direction than
lower broad-band frequency fluctuations [4]. As ΩE×B⊥ is constant at a given position
and time, only a distinct Ωphase⊥ can explain such velocity difference (400 m/s). It
suggests that Ωphase⊥ is oriented in the electron diamagnetic direction for the QC modes
(as expected for electron-driven modes) and/or in the ion diamagnetic direction for the
low frequencies (as expected for ion-driven modes).
Short-range correlation has also provided an estimation of the poloidal wavelength
associated with these QC-TEM oscillations (0.5 < k⊥ < 3 [cm−1]) and their poloidal
mode number (20 < m < 70) [5]. An estimation of their normalized scale k⊥ρi is also
possible by using a typical ion temperature profile (Ti (r/a) = Ti(0)
[
1− (r/a)2
]2
), the
central ion temperature Ti(0) [eV] being provided by the Artsimovich’s formula valid
for Ohmic plasmas [17]:
Ti(0) = (1.29± 0.11) (Ip ·Bt ·R
2 < n >)
1/3
√
Ai
(2)
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Figure 2. Normalized scale of QC-TEM estimated with equation 2 for different
radial position at the LFS of TEXTOR Ohmic plasmas (#113802-7) with Bt = 1.9 T,
Ip = 400 kA and 1.33 < ne[m
−31019] < 1.58.
Where Ip [kA] is the plasma current, Bt [kG] is the toroidal magnetic field, R [cm]
is the tokamak major radius, n [1013cm−3] is the line-averaged plasma density, and Ai
is the atomic mass of the working gas. Figure 2 shows the estimated values of the
normalized scale of a set of Ohmic discharges of TEXTOR. It results that k⊥ρi < 0.55,
in good agreement with previous observations [5, 6]. Such normalized scale is in the
range of micro-instabilities such as TEM and ITG.
2.2. Radial and poloidal location
Combining the several reflectometers installed in different tokamak, indications on the
location of QC-TEM can be provided. Both poloidal and radial location of QC-TEM is
in agreement with expectation for micro-instabilities:
• Radially, QC-TEM can appear at many different radial position, hence they do
not depend on a specific location such as the rational surfaces or the separatrix.
As an example, observations of QC-TEM have been reported in Tore Supra from
r/a ≈ 0.1 until r/a ≈ 0.8 [4], depending on the plasma scenario.
• Poloidally, TEXTOR and Tore Supra spectra show that QC-TEM are ballooned
on the Low Field Side (LFS) midplane. In TEXTOR, reflectometers can probe
the plasma from the LFS midplane and from the top of the torus. Usually, more
pronounced QC-TEM are observed at the LFS than at the top [figure 3(a)]. In
Tore Supra, where the reflectometers are able to measure on the LFS and on the
High Field Side (HFS), spectra can show QC-TEM on the LFS only [figure 3(b)].
These general properties of QC-TEM (mode number, normalized scale, radial and
poloidal location, etc.) pointed toward a link with micro-instabilities. Initial
investigations suggested ITG as a driving mechanism [5, 6] but this interpretation has
been re-evaluated since regimes in which these modes were observed contradict this
interpretation [4].
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Figure 3. Poloidal ballooning of QC-TEM highlighted by reflectometry spectra from
(a) TEXTOR at r/a ≈ 0.84 between the LFS (#116492) and the top of the torus
(#116495) and (b) Tore Supra between the LFS and the HFS (#40801 at r/a ≈ 0.11).
3. QC-TEM in ECRH plasmas
ECRH has been widely used to destabilize TEM in core tokamak plasmas [7, 18–20].
Hence, its effect on QC-TEM is investigate on reflectometry fluctuation spectra of Tore
Supra (R = 2.4 m, a = 0.72 m, circular plasma). A power of 250 kW of ECRH were
deposited in #40801 discharges with Bt = 3.8 T and Ip = 0.5 MA. In the ECRH
phase, the QC-TEM amplitude is enhanced compared to Ohmic phase [see figure 4(a)]
as previously reported in T-10 [21]. In addition, a radial scan performed by changing the
reflectometer frequency shows that QC-TEM are large in the core (r/a < 0.2), damped
between 0.2 < r/a < 0.3 and not detected further out (r/a > 0.3) [see figure 4(b)]. In
this discharge, the ECRH power was deposited at r/a = 0.35.
This shot belongs to a series of discharges with Nickel injection. The deposition
radii of the two gyrotrons were changed keeping the total ECRH power constant: they
were either at r/a = 0.35 (inner deposition, as on figure 4, #40801) or at r/a = 0.58
(outer deposition, #40807), or one at r/a = 0.35 and the other one at r/a = 0.58
(mixed deposition, #40805). Owing to this combination, we were able to modify
the temperature gradient inside r/a = 0.3 while keeping the density profile almost
constant [22,23]. Switching ECRH on suppresses small sawteeth observed in the Ohmic
phase (Te < 100 eV at the crash, inversion radius (r/a)q=1 ≈ 0.08).
Nickel was injected as a trace by a laser blow-off system [24] during the ECRH phase.
The impurity behavior was observed with a vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer consisting
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of a single line of sight in the plasma mid-plane. It measures the time evolution of the
Ni XVII line at 24.92 nm, whose time evolution is used as the Ni source term in the
transport simulations. Two soft-X-ray cameras with a 2 ms time resolution provide
information on impurity radiation in the plasma core. Details on these diagnostics can
be found in [24,25].
The radial transport analysis of Nickel is carried out using the ITC code [24]. It
solves the system of continuity equations for all the ionization stages of the injected
impurity. The impurity flux for each ionization stage results from diffusion and
convection:
−→
Γz = −Dz(r)−→∇nz(r) +−→Vz(r)nz(r) (3)
Where Dz(r) is the diffusion coefficient and
−→
Vz(r) the convection velocity. We assume
that the diffusion coefficient and the convection velocity are independent of the
ionization stage. Starting from an initial guess, ITC solves the system of continuity
equations. It then reconstructs the VUV, bolometric and soft X-ray brightnesses. With
the help of a genetic algorithm, the code converges towards the transport coefficient
profiles best matching the measurements [23].
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Figure 4. Fluctuation spectra of #40801 from Tore Supra reflectometry. (a) shows
the difference between ECRH and Ohmic phase and (b) shows three different radial
position during the ECRH phase. QC-TEM are clearly destabilized only below
r/a ≈ 0.2 in the ECRH phase.
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Figure 5. Experimental diffusion coefficient of nickel as a function of the normalized
logarithmic electron temperature gradient at r/a = 0.1 (a) and r/a = 0.3 (b). The
neoclassical diffusion coefficient is shown for both cases in dotted line
The analysis performed for the three different ECRH deposition schemes shows that
the diffusion coefficient at r/a = 0.1 depends strongly on the normalized temperature
gradient R/LTe [figure 5(a)]. On the contrary, at r/a = 0.3, the diffusion coefficient is
almost independent of R/LTe [figure 5(b)].
This difference is interpreted in the frame of the theory of turbulent transport.
The existence of two regions [23] are observed in linear gyrokinetic simulations [see
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Figure 6. Radial profile of the integral over the wavenumber k of the spectrum of the
most unstable mode frequency (#40801). Circles correspond to the radii at which the
diffusion coefficient in shown on figure 5
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figure 6] performed with the QuaLiKiz code [3]. In the core, turbulence is dominated
by electron modes (r/a < 0.15). With TEM dominated turbulence, the transport
characteristics are affected by the electron temperature hence explaining figure 5(a).
Further out, (r/a > 0.25), ITG modes are found dominant. The fact that ITG modes
are independent of the electron temperature is consistent with diffusion coefficients
independent on R/LTe [see figure 5(b)].
Thus both in terms of amplitude and radial location, observations of QC-TEM
coincide with the excitation of TEM: strong QC-TEM are detected in the core (r/a <
0.2) where TEM are dominant. At r/a ≈ 0.3 where QC-TEM are not observed, both
the growth rate computation and the experimental Nickel diffusion coefficient indicate
that turbulence is driven by ITG.
4. QC-TEM in Ohmic plasmas
In Ohmic plasmas, the confinement time first increases linearly with density in the
Linear Ohmic Confinement (LOC) regime and then saturates in the Saturated Ohmic
Confinement (SOC) regime, as shown in figure 7(a). Event if it still discussed [26, 27],
TEM stabilization in the SOC regime is widely believed to contribute to the energy
confinement saturation [2,28–31]. The LOC-SOC transition is predicted to occur at ns
the so-called Shimomura density [32]:
ns =
Ipµ0
2pia2
√
Aiκ
2
(4)
Where a is the minor radius of the tokamak, κ the plasma elongation, Ai the plasma
atomic mass number, Ip the plasma current and µ0 the vacuum permittivity. As shown
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Figure 7. Confinement time (a) and energy of QC-TEM (b) as a function of the line
averaged density (Bt = 3.8 T, Ip = 1.2 MA).
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by equation 4, ns is proportional to the plasma current. Hence a transition from the
LOC to the SOC regimes can also be achieved at constant density with a current ramp-
down. In the following chapters, both density and current scans performed in Ohmic
plasmas are analyzed. One can note that equation 4 provides the plasma parameters
whose depends the transition density, but that it does not allow to recover the values of
the transition experimentally observed. Hence it cannot be used to determine whether
the plasma is in the LOC or the SOC regime.
4.1. Stabilization of QC-TEM by density ramp-up
The advantage of performing density ramp-up to investigate the LOC-SOC transition
is that the transition can be rather well identified by looking at the confinement time
which saturates in the SOC regime. For reflectometry measurements, the drawback of
such analysis is the modification of the cut-off layer locations during the density scan
(r/a ∝ ne). Thus the probing frequency of the reflectometer has to be changed between
each measurement to maintain a constant reflection layer in the plasma.
This was done to observe at r/a ≈ 0.3 the evolution of QC-TEM in a set of Tore
Supra discharges (#41003-41013). Figure 7(b) shows that the “energy” of QC-TEM
decreases dramatically between the LOC regime (≥ 1) and the SOC regime (≤ 0.3).
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Figure 8. Fluctuation spectra from JET reflectometers KG8c measured for 0.3 <
r/a < 0.33 during #87756 (Bt = 1.8 T, Ip ≈ 1.8 MA, limiter plasma). (a)
shows measurements for ne ≈ 2.5 · 1019m−3 with freflecto = 86.6 GHz and (b) for
ne ≈ 1.6 · 1019m−3 with freflecto = 76.4 GHz.
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To obtain this energy, the power spectra have been decomposed in several Gaussians
corresponding to each of its components (QC-TEM, broad-band, etc.). The energy of
QC-TEM being defined by the ratio of the amplitude [dB] divided by the full width
at half of its maximum [kHz] of the Gaussian fitting QC-TEM. Figure 7 shows that
the QC-TEM stabilization and the LOC-SOC transition are strongly correlated, which
support the long-standing hypothesis predicting the stabilization of TEM in the SOC
regime.
A density scan (1.5 < ne < 2.5) was also analyzed in JET (R = 3.96 m
and 1.25 < a [m] < 2.10) during an Ohmic discharge in a limited configuration
(#87756). Figure 8 which presents reflectometry spectra at different densities shows
that a similar picture than Tore Supra is recover in JET: QC-TEM appears only at
low density. This experiment was not dedicated to the present analysis, consequently
the plasma parameters make hazardous the determination of the LOC-SOC transition
by confinement time estimation. Hence the comparison with Tore Supra observations
(figure 7) remains qualitative.
4.2. Stabilization of QC-TEM by current ramp-down
For reflectometry measurements, performing current scan has the advantage to keep
constant the measurements location during the scan. The drawback of such analysis is
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Figure 9. Reflectometry spectra from (a) Tore Supra measured at r/a ≈ 0.3 from
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to make more complicated the determination of the LOC-SOC transition which can be
determined by:
• Using previous study related to the LOC-SOC transition. This has been done in
TEXTOR [see figure 9(b)], where the transition is expected to occur at ne/nGr ≈
0.55 [33] with nGr the Greenwald density (nGr = Ip/pia
2).
• Using several density scan at different plasma current to plot the transition density
as a function of the plasma current. Such plot which is shown in [34], can be used
to determine at which plasma current the transition will occur for a given density.
This has been done for a set of Tore Supra discharges [see figure 9(a)].
Figure 9 shows that for both Tore Supra (a) and TEXTOR (b), QC-TEM observed at
high current (LOC regime) disappear at low current (SOC regime). Figure 9(c) shows
that a similar tendency has been found in JET where high current plasmas (Ip = 2.45
and 1.95 MA) show clear QC-TEM while lower plasma current show no or weak QC-
TEM (Ip = 1.45 MA). Unfortunately, none of the two methods described above can
be used in JET to determined the LOC and SOC regime in current scan. Hence the
comparison between devices remains qualitative.
Conclusion and perspectives
A cross-validation between measurements and linear simulations has recently led to
identify that core QC modes are linked to TEM instability [4]. In this paper we
first details the main characteristics of QC-TEM which points to a link with micro-
instabilities (poloidal ballooning, radial location, normalized scale, etc.). Then we show
that ECRH increases QC-TEM amplitude only in a core region of Tore Supra where
indications of a TEM-dominated turbulence are found in linear simulations and Nickel
transport analysis. Finally, a qualitative agreement between Tore Supra, TEXTOR
and JET spectra is found in Ohmic plasmas. Density ramp-up and current ramp-down
show QC-TEM in low density and high current respectively, being determined as LOC
regimes for Tore Supra and TEXTOR.
Recent results of non-linear simulations [35] provide indications which support the
interpretation of core QC modes as a direct signature of the fluctuations induced by
TEM. Indeed, TEM simulated frequency spectra exhibits a peak reminiscent of QC
modes, in qualitative agreement with reflectometry frequency spectra.
The observation of QC-TEM in the plasma core combined with gyrokinetic
simulations can now offer a tool to discriminate regimes where turbulence is dominated
by TEM. More experimental and computational work is required to investigate the
limitation of such technique. QC modes may not always be observed in TEM-dominated
regimes, especially in cases of fully developped turbulence in very steep gradients
plasmas.
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